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Abstract: In order to detect the position and attitude of the mechanical arm in the process of 
grasping, the kinematics model of the humanoid mechanical arm is established by using the screw 
theory. Based on the Monte Carlo method, the workspace point cloud image of the mechanical arm 
is obtained; the pixel coordinates of the image are extracted through the contour extraction 
algorithm of Halcon software. Combined with the hand-eye relationship, the position relationship 
between the camera and the mechanical arm base coordinate system is obtained. In the C++ 
environment, the secondary development of the mechanical arm is carried out to realize the basic 
functions of object positioning and robot control. Through the image analysis in MATLAB, it is 
observed that the extraction effect of workspace boundary points is good, and the curve fitting 
error is small, which lays the foundation for the follow-up trajectory planning and motion control of 
humanoid mechanical arm. Through real-time data monitoring and data initialization after each 
task, the problems of local optimization and convergence stagnation can be well solved, so that the 
image processing results that meet the requirements of mechanical arm self-recognition can be 
obtained, the iterative ergodic efficiency can be better improved, and the subsequent processing 
time can be shortened. The simulation results show that the algorithm can get better edge detection 
results. Finally, the robot can grasp the object. The application of three-dimensional image edge 
feature extraction technology makes the selection of objects faster and more accurate, which makes 
up for the shortcomings of traditional grasping technology. After this research, the application of 
three-dimensional image technology to further improve the mechanical arm's ability to grasp 
objects will gradually become widespread. 
 
Keywords:  Mechanical Arm; Three-Dimensional Image Detection; Monte Carlo Method; Contour 
Extraction Algorithm. 

1. Introduction 
 
The application field of robot is constantly 
expanding, and the concept is also constantly 
broadening, which is no longer limited to industrial 
robots for handling, welding and mass operation 
[1,2]. Robots are now widely used in various fields, 
and it is not in the era of novels or science fiction 
movies. With the great development of robot, as a 
very important key mechanism of robot, great 
progress has also been made on robot gripper [3]. As 
the last link and executive part of the interaction 
between robot and environment, robot arm is not 
only a perceptron that actively perceives the 
working environment information, but also a highly 
integrated electromechanical system with multiple 
sensing functions and intelligence, involving multiple 

research fields and interdisciplinary subjects such as 
mechanism, bionics, and materials science [4,5]. 
Among them, the most important technology in 
mechanical arm grasping is edge detection, which is 
a basic problem in digital image processing and 
computer vision. Its purpose is to mark the points 
with obvious changes in various parameters in the 
image [6]. Edge refers to the external performance of 
the image due to the mutation of local characteristics 
[7]. Due to the significant changes of color, gray, 
texture and other data, the local image is 
discontinuous, so a certain standard can be used to 
calibrate the image segmentation boundary [8,9].  

The edge detection method can provide more 
accurate position data for the robot to grasp the 
target image, which is the key step in the image 
processing process [10,11]. 
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The use of three-dimensional image detection has 
greatly improved the progress of intelligence [12]. In 
the manufacturing industry, in order to improve the 
processing quality and production efficiency of 
products, it is necessary to carry out quality 
inspection on the production site. The three-
dimensional quality detection of the workpiece can 
be realized through the three-dimensional 
restoration of the surface gray information of a 
single image [13,14]. Although there are many 
researches on three-dimensional shape restoration, 
most of them are still in the laboratory stage. 
Moreover, due to the limitations of accuracy, 
measurement range, working conditions and 
operation process, it is not easy to be applied to the 
automatic production line [15]. Among the existing 
three-dimensional shape restoration methods, the 
method based on shading is a simple and practical 
industrial on-line detection method. Based on the 
design idea of this method, the reflection model is 
improved by preprocessing the collected three-
dimensional image and adding perspective 
projection constraints. Then, the industrial 
application in the field of three-dimensional 
inspection of workpiece surface is explored [16]. 

Therefore, the application of three-dimensional 
image detection technology to the mechanical arm 
will greatly ensure the accuracy and stability of the 
mechanical arm [17], which will be a big innovation 
for the work of traditional mechanical arm. 
 

2. Research on Technology Module and 
Method 

2.1 Working Principle of Intelligent 
Mechanical Arm System 

 
Cameras are used to simulate the vision of robots. 

In this system, the camera is fixed to obtain the 
image of the object. After successful image 
acquisition of the object, the grey image threshold 
processing, high-pass filtering, edge extraction and 
other pre-processing are carried out; the single 
vision positioning is carried out. By acquiring the 
position of the object relative to the camera and the 
position of the camera relative to the mechanical 
arm, the position and attitude of the object relative 
to the mechanical arm are obtained, and the position 
and attitude of the object in the image are obtained.  

In order to ensure the accuracy of position and 
attitude measurement, it is necessary to calibrate the 
internal and external parameters of the system, 
namely, camera calibration and hand-eye calibration, 
so that it can be converted in the world coordinate 
system, camera coordinate system, image coordinate 
system, and pixel coordinate system in sequence. 
After that, the position and attitude of the workpiece 
in the coordinate system of the mechanical arm are 
transmitted to the mechanical arm.  

The contour extraction algorithm is used to 
extract the coordinate data of the object, which 
guides the mechanical arm to complete the 
workpiece grasping. Figure 1 shows the principle of 
its operation: 
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Figure 1: Working principle of mechanical arm 

 

2.2 Screw Theory and Design of Mechanical 
Arm 

a. Screw theory 
In order to describe the position and attitude of a 

rigid body in space, two coordinate systems are 
established: the reference coordinate system {S} and 
the object coordinate system fixed on the rigid body 
{T}. Then, the position and attitude of the rigid body 
relative to {S} can be expressed by the relative pose 
of {T} to {S}. All the corresponding position and 
attitude transformation matrices are expressed as 
follows: 

 
3*3 3

10
(3) {( ) | R R , t R ,R R ,det(R) 1}

R t T

ES I=   = =
 

(1) 

                                                                                        
SE (3) is a special Euclidean group; R is an attitude 

rotation matrix of order 3; t is a position vector; SE 
(3) is a subgroup of a lie group whose Lie algebra is 
se (3), and the elements in se (3) are defined as: 

4*4

00
{( ) R

 
 = 

                                            (2) 

According to Chasles theorem, any rigid body 
motion can be realized by spiral motion, rotation 
around an axis and compound motion along the axis. 
The infinitesimal of spiral motion is Lie algebra, that 
is, the motion screw. There are two forms of motion 
screw. 
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  is the angular velocity of the rigid body around 
the axis; v is the linear velocity along the axis;   is 
the antisymmetric matrix of  . 

According to the screw theory, the exponential 
coordinate form of motion screw can be used to 
represent the rigid body motion, that is, for any rigid 

body motion 
g s (3)e

, there is 
g e=

. The 
position and attitude transformation of the object 
coordinate system {T} fixed on the rigid body 
relative to the reference coordinate system {S} is 

represented by the rigid body motion 
( )S

T g 
. 

(0)S

T g
 is set as the initial pose of the object 

coordinate system in the reference coordinate 
system; after the spiral motion of the object 
coordinate system, the position and attitude relative 
to the reference coordinate system are as follows. 

( ) e (0)S S

T Tg g =
                                            (4) 

 
b. Design of mechanical arm 
The structure of the humanoid mechanical arm 

studied is similar to that of the human arm. The 
human arm can be regarded as a 3-link 7-DOF 
(degree of freedom) structure, that is, the main arm, 
forearm, palm 3 links and 3-DOF in shoulder, 1-DOF 
in elbow, three-DOF in wrist. With the reference of 
the structure of human arm, Figure 2 is the structure 
design of humanoid mechanical arm. The mechanical 
arm has 6-DOF. The difference from the human arm 
structure is that the wrist has 2-DOF. The above 
structural characteristics are the most significant 
characteristics of humanoid mechanical arm which 
are different from other types of mechanical arm. 
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Figure 2: Mechanical arm model 

According to the mechanical structure of 
humanoid mechanical arm and the motion of human 
arm, Table 1 is the definition and specific value of the 
mechanical arm parameters. 
 

Table 1 Parameters of mechanical arm 

Describe Data Result 

Main arm L of 
mechanical 
arm 

L1 260mm 

Forearm L of 
mechanical 
arm 

L2 258mm 

Angle 1  1 [-π/2, π] 

Angle 2  2 [0, π] 

Angle 3  3 [-π/2, π/2] 

Angle 4  4 [0, 5π/6] 

Angle 5  5 [-π/2, π/2] 

Angle 6  6 [-π/2, π/2] 

 
c. Camera calibration 
First, the internal and external parameters of 

the camera are calibrated. The internal parameters 
are mainly the basic matrix of the camera: 

 

f   0      c

 0   f      c

0   0       1 

x x

y ycamera matrix

 
 

=  
 
                                 (5) 

 
and Distortion coefficients= (k1 k2 p1 p2 k3). The 

external parameters are mainly the rotation matrix 
of the camera:  
 

cosθcos   sin sin cos -cos sin       cos sin cos +sin sin

cosθsin    sin sin sin +cos cos      cos sin sin -sin cos

-sinθ                   sin cos                              cos cos  

R

          

          

   

 
 

=
 
    

                                  (6) 
 

and the translation vector T=[t1,t2,t3]. (x, y) are 
the physical coordinates of the image plane, and (X, 
Y, Z) are the actual world coordinates. Its 
relationship is that x=M* the transformation of the 
physical coordinates of the object to the camera 
image. In the process of camera calibration, it is 
necessary to realize the transformation of world 
coordinate system, phase coordinate system, image 
coordinate system and pixel coordinate system in 
turn, and solve the error caused by the angle 
between the lens plane and the imaged plane due to 
the camera imaging sensor and installation position. 
Camera calibration coordinate system is mainly to 
collect data and parameters through computer vision 
technology, and then use computer technology to 
carry out three-dimensional modelling of 
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parameters, so as to restore the three-dimensional 
coordinates of the whole space. First, the camera is 
required to observe the calibration plate from 
different directions (at least two). After the image is 
loaded, the reference position and attitude are set 
and a projection map is created to describe the 
mapping between the image plane and the Z-zero 
plane in the coordinate axis system. The imaging 
principle of camera is pinhole imaging. Through 
mapping, the three-dimensional display world is 
transformed into two-dimensional image. Two-
dimensional points are represented by m=[u,v]T, 
and three-dimensional points by M=[X,Y,Z]T. x͂ 
denotes the augmented vector, and the last element 
plus 1: m͂=[u,v,1]T,Mˉ=[X,Y,1]T. The relationship 
between three-dimensional point M and its image 
projection point m is as follows. 
 

0

0

  c   u

[R  t]M        with             A= 0    v

0   0   1

sm A





 
 

=
 
                  (7) 

 
s is an arbitrary scale factor. (R, t) is called 

external parameter, R is rotation matrix, and T is 
translation matrix. A is the camera internal 
parameter matrix, (u0, v0) is the main point of the 
coordinate, α and β are the scale factors of the image 
on the u and v axes, and c is the parameter 
describing the tilt angle of the two coordinate axes. If 
the Z coordinate of the model plane in the world 
coordinate system is zero, from the equation (8): 

 

   1  2 3 1  2 3   r  r
0

1
1

X
u X

Y
s v A r r A r r Y

I

 
    
    = =
    
       

              (8) 
 
It can be seen that when Z=0, M can be expressed 

as M= [ X Y ]T, and the same M͂= [ X Y 1 ]T. Therefore, 
the relation between the point M and its mapping 
point m in the image is connected by the identity 
matrix H. 

The related matrix functions are obtained by 
using the constraint conditions of internal 
parameters: 

    1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2h  h  h h  h  h r  r  tH A= =
      (9)  

λ is an arbitrary scalar. Because r1 and r2 are 
orthogonal, it is concluded that: 

1

1 2

1 1

1 1 2 2

0T T

T T T T

h A A h

h A A h h A A h

− −

− − − −

=

=
                               (10) 

According to this matrix, the closed solution is 
obtained.  

The above is obtained by minimizing the 
algebraic distance, so it needs to be improved by 
using the maximum likelihood estimation. Maximum 
likelihood estimation can be obtained by finding the 
minimum value of the following function. 

2

1 1

|| (A,R , t ,M ) ||
n m

ij i i j

i j

m m
= =

− 
                       (11) 

The radial distortion produced by camera lens 
also needs to be processed. First, the coordinates of 
the centre point of the image are input, and then the 
main point of the corrected image is obtained by 
Zhang's calibration method. The width to height 
scaling ratio of the output image and the corrected 
image is calculated and mapped to the corrected 
image coordinates, and the coordinates are mapped 
to the input image coordinates by Zhang's 
calibration method. Then, bilinear interpolation is 
used to optimize the algorithm. The centre of the 
source image and the target image is aligned, and the 
floating-point operation is converted into integer 
operation. 
 

2.3 Spatial Image Processing 
 
a. Image processing 

Image processing is an important part in the 
process of vision guided robot motion. Only by 
making the robot accurately obtain the shape 
features of the target image, can the robot move 
correctly. In this system, Halcon is used to transform 
the grey level into RGB three channels and then HSV 
channel, so as to select the selected area better; 

After that, the coarse positioning is carried out, 
and the image is processed once to roughly find out 
the positioning area, select the appropriate channel, 
and carry out threshold processing in the grey 
histogram; then, the fine positioning is carried out, 
and the ROI area is generally drawn to perform the 
secondary processing; the threshold processing is 
carried out again to accurately determine the 
selected area; the connected domain is made, the 
appropriate structural elements are created, and the 
expansion and opening operation are carried out to 
get A images; according to the feature histogram, 
multiple feature values are obtained, and the 
accurate recognition area is determined to get the 
image B; the intersection of AB is taken to get the 
image C; finally, the image C is denoised to provide 
information for the subsequent robot grasping work. 
After the completion of image processing, hand-eye 
calibration is performed on the object. What the 
camera knows is the pixel coordinate, and the 
mechanical arm is the spatial coordinate system, so 
the hand-eye calibration is to get the coordinate 
transformation relationship between the pixel 
coordinate system and the spatial mechanical arm 
coordinate system.  
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In the actual control, after the camera acquires 
the pixel position of the object in the image, the pixel 
coordinates of the camera are transformed into the 
spatial coordinate system of the mechanical arm 
through the calibrated coordinate transformation 
matrix, and then how each motor should move is 
calculated according to the mechanical arm 
coordinate system, so as to control the mechanical 
arm to reach the specified position. 

b. Solution of mechanical arm workspace 
The workspace of mechanical arm includes total 

workspace and flexible workspace. The total 
workspace is the area of all the position points that 
the end reference point of the mechanical arm can 
reach, and the flexible workspace is the area of all 
the position points that the mechanical arm can 
reach through a variety of postures. The total 
workspace of the reference point on the end of the 
humanoid mechanical arm is analyzed. Due to the 
limitation of structural parameters and joint angle 
range, the workspace of the mechanical arm will be 
limited accordingly. 

According to the forward kinematics modelling, 
the workspace of the mechanical arm can be 
expressed as: 

 

{(P ,P ,P )}X Y ZP =
                                                (12) 

 
Monte Carlo method is a numerical method to 

solve mathematical problems with the help of 
random sampling. This method has fast calculation 
speed and is suitable for workspace analysis of 
various joint manipulators. In MATLAB, the specific 
steps of obtaining mechanical arm workspace by 
Monte Carlo method are as follows: 

(1) The forward kinematics equation of the 
humanoid mechanical arm is solved to obtain the 
position vectors (Px, Py, Pz) of the end reference point 
in the reference coordinate system, as shown in 
equation (12). 

(2) Random function rand is used to generate 
random values of joint variables. 

 

min max min
( )* (N,1)i i i i rand   = + −

          (13) 
 
N is the number of random points; θimax and θimin 

are the upper and lower limits of joint variables; i is 
the number of joints, taking 1 ~ 6. 

(3) The random values of N groups of joint 
variables are introduced into equation (13), so that 
the position coordinates of the reference point at the 
end of the mechanical arm are obtained. 

(4) The position coordinates of the reference 
points are described to obtain the workspace of the 
humanoid mechanical arm. The larger the number of 
random points N is, the higher the calculation 
accuracy of the workspace is, and the closer the 
workspace is to the actual workspace. When 
N=500000, the workspace point cloud of humanoid 
mechanical arm can be obtained 
 

2.4 Boundary Curve Fitting 
 
The workspace boundary of humanoid 

mechanical arm is generally smooth, so the ordinary 
least squares are used to fit the extracted workspace 
boundary points. The ordinary least squares make 
the sum of square error minimum, search the 
optimal curve function, obtain the function 
expression of smooth boundary curve, and calculate 
the size of workspace. First, the boundary points (xi, 
yi) of each layer are transformed from Cartesian 

coordinates to polar coordinates (Pi,  )i. The 
conversion relationship is: 

 

2 2

arctan

p x y

y

x


 = +



=
                                                 (14) 

 
Then, the ordinary least squares are used to fit 

the boundary points. The coordinate function of the 

internal and external boundary is 
( )f P =

, and 
the sum of error square sum E2 is the minimum, that 
is, 

 
22 ( )sini i iE p y = −                          (15) 

 
The characteristics, fitting effect and 

computational complexity of boundary curve are 
considered comprehensively.  

The piecewise polynomial function is used to fit 
the outer boundary points. By combining the outer 
boundary points of x-y plane workspace, the 
polynomial function expression is obtained as 
follows. 

 

1 1 2

4 3 2 1

2 1 2 3 4 5

5 4 3 2 1

3 1 2 3 4 5 6

, ( / 2 3 / 2)

, (0 / 2)

, (3 / 2 2 )

f a a

f b b b b b

f c c c c c c

   

     

       

= +  


= + + + +  


= + + + + +                                                       (16) 
 

a1 and a2 are 0.2131 and 513.3643, respectively; 
b1 ~ b5 are 24.9121, -279.1148, -544.9525, -68.4695 
and 202.7651, respectively; c1 ~ c6 are 148.1615, -

545.3092, 488.0462, 128.8918, 6.2287 and 
199.8445, respectively. 
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The boundary point fitting curve of x-y plane 
workspace. When the ordinary least squares are 
used to fit the boundary points, the curve is smooth 
and the fitting error is small. The area between the 
outer circle curve and the inner circle curve is the 
workspace of the humanoid mechanical arm in this 
plane. 

 

3. Simulation Results and Image Analysis 
3.1 Simulation Mechanical Arm 

Figure 3 shows the space diagram of the two 
mechanical arms: 
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Figure 3: Planar workspaces of two mechanical arms 

 

Based on the workspace analysis of a single 

humanoid mechanical arm, the cooperative 

workspace of two humanoid mechanical arms is 

obtained, and then the cooperative work of the two 

arms is analyzed briefly. Here, the more common 

two arm cooperative work to carry objects is taken 

as an example.  

The solution process of the workspace of the two 

humanoid mechanical arms is similar to that of the 

single arm, so it is easy to get the workspace point 

cloud of the two arms. The intersection area of 

spatial point cloud is the cooperative workspace of 

two arms. As can be seen from the previous text, 

Figure 3 shows the two arms cooperative workspace 

on the x-y plane. In addition to the rectangle, the 

shadow area is the two arms cooperative workspace 

on the plane, that is, the two arms cooperative work 

can be carried out in this area.  

The rectangular shadow area is approximately 

the area of the two arms body. Before objects are 

moved, it is necessary to determine whether the 

object is in the two arms cooperative workspace.  

Figure 4 is the space image rendering of the 

mechanical arm. 
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Figure 4: The effect of MATLAB boundary points (a: plane boundary point graph, b: pseudo boundary point graph, 

 c: eliminating pseudo boundary point) 
 

The number of random points is N=12000000. 
The workspace is divided into 25 layers along the Z-

axis, and each layer is divided into 120 fan-shaped 
areas, as shown in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows that 
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the circle formed by the points on the inner ring is 
the inner boundary of the workspace, indicating that 
there is a cavity in the workspace, and its size is 
affected by the length of the mechanical arm and the 
range of joint angle. Figure 4(a) is the whole 
workspace of the humanoid mechanical arm. It 
suggests that the extracted boundary points have 
good uniformity. There may be a few "pseudo 
boundary points" in the extracted inner and outer 
boundary points, such as the point W shown in 
Figure 4(b). The existence of "pseudo boundary 
points" will affect the extraction accuracy of 
boundary points.  

The more the number of "pseudo boundary 
points" is, the lower the fitting accuracy of boundary 
curve is.  

The method of distance comparison between 
points is used to eliminate the "pseudo boundary 
points" in boundary points. First, the distance 
between each point in the inner and outer boundary 
points and its adjacent points is calculated 
respectively; then, the calculated two distance values 
are compared with the set threshold value. If at least 
one distance value exceeds the threshold, the point is 
judged as "pseudo boundary point". Figure 4(c) 
shows the effect of eliminating "pseudo boundary 
points" by this method. It reveals that this method 
can eliminate "pseudo boundary points" better. 

As shown in Figure 5, the simulation workspace 
shows that the humanoid mechanical arm can realize 
the motion function of human arm. 
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Figure 5: Three-dimensional workspace diagram of MATLAB simulation mechanical arm (a: X-Z direction B: X-Y 

direction C: Y-Z direction) 
 

3.2 Grab Test Results of Mechanical Arm 
 

After camera calibration, image processing and 
calibration, the accurate position of the object is 

obtained. At this time, it is necessary to guide the 
robot to grasp the object.  

Figure 6 is a graph of the claw position of the 
mechanical arm. 
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Figure. 6 Movement angle curve of mechanical arm's claw (a-f is the rotation angle value change curve of joint 1-6) 
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The program of image acquisition and processing 
in Halcon is exported and transformed into C++ 
format, and then the program is opened in VS2010. 
At this point, the program is divided into three parts. 
The first part is the function declaration part, the 
second part is the function program part, and the 
third part is the whole function call part. The 
operators used in the Halcon internal editing of the 
three parts of the program become encapsulated 
functions after they are exported into C++ programs. 
In order to make the mechanical arm grasp the 
required objects in the secondary development, this 
system uses the SDK development kit to develop on 
the C++ development platform. The SDK package is 
imported into the new C++ project, the header file is 
added, the network is initialized, and the 
instantiation of the mechanical arm is obtained. The 
mechanical arm connection is waited for, the 
mechanical arm is initialized and unlocked, and its 
length is set to make it moves to grab the desired 
object. Every time in the process of grabbing, the 
data will be initialized to ensure the success rate of 
grabbing results. 
 

4. Discussion 
 

Camera is equivalent to the "eye" of an object. It can 
be used to collect objects in real time and accurately 
locate the three-dimensional images. The problem of 
robot capturing the target object in case of the 
change of external environment can be solved. For 
an object, a series of operations such as position and 
attitude measurement, camera calibration, hand-eye 
calibration, image processing, and transferring the 
position and attitude to the mechanical arm are 
carried out to guide the mechanical arm to grasp the 
object [18,19]. In this process, some system errors 
and random errors will appear. It is necessary to 
perform continuous optimization, and reduce system 
error and random error until near the ideal target. 

Monte Carlo method is used to get the workspace 
point cloud of the mechanical arm. After the three-
dimensional point cloud is layered, the inner and 
outer boundary points of the workspace are 
extracted by combining the angle division method 
and the two-parameter arctangent function. In view 
of the possible existence of "pseudo boundary 
points", the distance comparison method between 
points is used to eliminate "pseudo boundary points" 
[20]. MATLAB simulation results show that the 
extracted workspace boundary points have good 
uniformity. The ordinary least squares are used to fit 
the piecewise polynomial curve of the boundary 
point of the workspace, and the boundary curve of 
the workspace is obtained. The fitting curve is 
smooth and the fitting error is small. The 
cooperative workspace of two humanoid mechanical 
arms is analyzed briefly.  

With moving objects as an example, it shows that 

workspace analysis has a certain guiding role in the 

designated trajectory planning [21,22]. 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

Through the three-dimensional image edge feature 

extraction technology, the mechanical arm does not 

need manual adjustment in grasping objects, which 

is easy to operate and suitable for image pre-

processing stage with wide adaptability and good 

effect. Compared with the previous intelligent 

extraction technology, it can extract objects with 

different structures more comprehensively. In 

addition, the MATLAB simulation analysis of the 

image captured by the mechanical arm clearly 

reveals that the mechanical arm's grasp of the object 

position is quite stable, which also reflects the 

advantage of the contour extraction algorithm in the 

application of image feature capture of the 

mechanical arm. 

However, for the object with too large volume, 

because of the limitations of the camera, it is 

impossible to extract the complete position data of 

the object, which may lead to the failure of capture. 

At the same time, in different environments, such as 

dark, reflective and other harsh conditions, the 

camera function will lose its accuracy, which will 

lead to the failure of the capture function. Now, it can 

only be applied to some normal environment 

extraction, so choosing a better detector that can 

adapt to various environments is the main direction 

of the device improvement. 
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